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there are so many
problems in the world...

from global warming...

to school
bullies...

there are so many people
telling you that  

this is

Your
chance!

what if children took charge of things for a while?

how would you do things differently?

DID YOU KNOW?

CHILDREN AROUND THE
WORLD ARE CHANGING THE

‘BAD’ AND MAKING IT ‘GOOD’
WITH THE POWER OF 

THEIR IDEAS!

AND IT TAKES
JUST FOUR 

SIMPLE STEPS TO 

BE THE 

CHANGE!

you 

can’t!
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what bothers you 
about the world?

find out more from people affected by the 
problem - how do they think and feel?

imagine ways to MAKE THE SITUATION BETTER.

be creative and

audacious.

step 1

feel

GARBAGE ENVIRONMENT
DIRTY washroomS LONELINESS

LET’S GET THE
WHOLE SCHOOL

INVOLVED!

step 2

IMAGINE

LIVESLIVES
go out and 

put your ideas
into action.

say no to
bullying

make world
a better

place

IT’S THAT SIMPLE!

 IS YOUR I CAN

SUPERPOWER!

inspire others with
your act of change.

step 3

DO

step 4

SHARE
REPORT IT

TWEET IT

SHARE IT
BLOG IT

3
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we cleaned 

the old age home, 

cooked healthy food 

for them and held

a talent show!

we preserved

the songs of 

our tribal culture!

we reduced

the weight of

school bags

by 50%!

we designed
alternatives to

packaged food!
we lighten 

the dream

 of blind kids

we converted

garbage dumps

into playgrounds!

we cleaned up 

beaches and converted

waste into fun 

products!

we stopped

13 child marriages!

we created
bicycle paths

to tackle obesity!

DFC projects in countries all over the world!

We created a 
toy plane from 
recycled waste 

that is designed to 

drop seeds in 

dry regions

5
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 Design an ideal school bag for your partner.

WARM-UP CHALLENGE

Let’s GET STARTED...Let’s GET STARTED...Let’s GET STARTED...

7
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STEP 1: FEEL 

FACTS

Your bag is made of: Canvas/Plastic/Other

How does the material feel? Soft/Slippery/Rough

How many zips/compartments  1/2/3/4/5/More than 5
does it have?

Where all do you use this bag? School /Home/After-Classes/Travel

Does the bag have  Yes/No
Patterns/Logo/Pictures?

9

Now that you know your partner better, use the information from the interview to 

redesign the bag.

STEP 2 & 3: IMAGINE & DO

DIG DEEPER-Now interview your partner to understand about his or her current 
bag. 

USE

Do you use this bag everyday? Yes/No 

Does it smell?  Yes/No ( if yes of what) 

What all do you carry in your bag?  Books/Tiffin/Football/Pens/ 
 any other

Is it easy to find things in your bag? Yes / No 

How do you carry it? One shoulder/Both Shoulders

Do you get tired while Yes/No
carrying your bag? 

RELATIONSHIPS

What do you think is special about your bag? Why?

What would you like to change about your bag? 

Do you need something more in the bag?
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wrapping up

Share this new design with your partner. 

STEP 4: SHARE

11

CONGRATULATIONS! You have just experienced a very quick lesson in 

design thinking. You used the four simple steps of feel, imagine, do, 

and share to design A SOLUTION THAT IS NOT ABOUT BEING ‘DIFFERENT’ BUT 

ABOUT MAKING A ‘DIFFERENCE’.  

THE KEY SHIFT IS THAT when you design with the user (identifying real 

needs) rather than for the user (assuming the needs), then you get 

solutions that improve lives.

the shift

WHAT DID YOU LEARN THAT  YOU?SURPRISED

Two things I learned about my partner. Two things I learned about the way he 
or she uses the bag. 

Ask your partner to compare the old and the new design. Will he/she 

prefer the new design over the first one. If yes why / If no why not? 

Get feedback on how you can further improve on your design.
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REFLECTION & PEER REVIEW

One of the important steps in realizing your super power is to understand 
yourself better. You can do this by working on your strengths and accepting 
your mistakes honestly. Given below are some reflective questions to help you 
observe yourself more closely. 

We are constantly changing and building our strengths and our measuring 
scale needs to take that into account. 

Circle the image to mark where you are at the present moment in the super-
powers of Listening.

LISTENING WITH SENSES
Listening is more than just hearing. Pay attention to how well you listen and 
understand when someone talks to you.

Take 5 minutes to first put your markings under “I Think” and then pass it to 
your activity partner to get their thoughts on your present behaviour.

13

I listen without interrupting in between

I make eye contact and listen with full 
attention

I listen without getting distracted

I think my friends thinkSUPERPOWERS 

Scribble Pad

Sowing the seed Need support Making efforts I CAN

Now compare the stages you have marked for yourself and where your friend 
has put you for the present. Why might there have been a difference in the 
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Bala!
Start your 

performance!

You’re 
next!

What happened? 
Why did you run 

out like that?

I just can’t speak in 
front of an audience. 

I’m too scared. Maybe 
we can ask the other 

class to perform...

No! that isnt done. We were 
given the opportunity and we 

must definitely grasp it!

17

Haini is absolutely right! We can!
Let’s find a way to tackle and 

overcome our fears...

Idea! 
The answer is 

any superhero...

Oh! What do
 you mean?

What do all 
superheroes have

in common...

A power?

No... what they 
want to hide 

from the world..

Eureka I got your point! All of
 them have masks to hide their 
iden�ty! Masks can be used to 
hide our fears and increase self 
condience in from the crowd...

Yes! But buying would cost us 
alot. Ooh! We can make our own 
masks resuing waste-low budget 

and crea�ve! I know how...

FEEL
The first step towards making change happen is to try to understand how

people feel. Let's read to find out how a team of students  from the 

Panchayat Union School in Thiruvarur, Tamil Nadu, India noticed that their 

friends were suffering from low self confidence leading to stage fright. 

They came up with a creative solution to overcome this problem!

Panchayat Union School in Thiruvarur

India

Real story: http: bit.ly/2g2eW0d
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And we need to cut the 
paper into smaller pieces so 

the layering can start..

And 
apply them on 

by one on to the 
clay masks that 

have been 
prepared with 

the paste.

And let them dry.

And then is the 
most fun part.. pain�ng! 
Some orange over here, 
green over their and red 

over there too!

Are they ready yet??

See, here is the clay we 
need from the farm. And we 

also need old newspaper from 
our homes, some maida or 

flour to make the gluey paste 
and paints to colour them..

First, we 
have to 

collect the 
loam and 
make the 
shape of 

the mask.

We are mixing 
flour and water 

to make the 
gluey paste..

19
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can!

And we did!

Very soon they were! 
And it was a huge success!

A�er wearing the masks, the dialogues came out 
very fluenty and it helped in building confidence. They 

made not a single mistake, while wearing these!

Yes, it was amazing!

 Now these maks will be 
shared with other classes in the 

school too.  So many children 
can benefit from these!

It’s true.. 
every child can 

make the world a 
be�er place...

Bala! Take this!

That was great!

I can’t believe 
it! I did 

We 

it!

21
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NOW BEGIN YOUR STORY OF CHANGE!

SEE
Use your power of observation
& see the world with fresh eyes.
Notice every physical aspect
of a place.

for example...
Furniture  |  Garbage
Games  |  Spaces

1 be a cartographer

The first step to figuring out what you want to change is to look 
around you and record what you see. In this exercise, you will map 
your world.

Here are some ways in which you can observe your world. Consider not 
only the physical world but also the social and emotional world.

23

THINK through

1.  What did the children think about their own-selves? 

2.  What did they do to tackle their situation?

5.  What would you have done differently if you were a part of this story?

Here are some examples of what students in other schools identified as their 
hot spots...
Ÿ Our football field is not fit for playing
Ÿ Girls and boys in our class do not like working together
Ÿ  We sometimes take our teachers for granted
Ÿ Our bathrooms are dirty
Ÿ Our school canteen is very chaotic
Ÿ People in our community do not consider girls to be equal to boys

3.  After reading the comic, can you think of a time when you felt scared? 
How did you overcome your fear?

4.  What does the word c' onfidence' mean to you? Do you think you can "give" 
confidence to someone ? If yes then 'how' if no then 'why not'?

FEEL
Use your power of attention to 
become aware of your feelings
in a given place or situation.

for example...
Bullying
Stress
Examination pressure
Bus Journey

HEAR
Use your power of listening to 
hear the conversations around you 
& impact that words have on 
people.

for example...
Language and discipline
Discrimination
Appreciation

An example of a map drawn by a student of Kamala Niketan Montessori School, Trichi
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You don't have to be an artist to map your world. Feel free to use photographs in your map.

1.1 map your world

Draw/Describe/Take pictures to make a map of your class, school, or 
immediate community. Add labels to your map that describe the places you 
drew. Mark the map with Hot Spots      (things that bother you) and Bright 
Spots      (things that are good but can be improved).

25

You can either make a verbal map of words or illustrate your observations. Keep these 
questions in mind while making the map of your chosen location:
1. What did you see?
2. What did you hear?
3. What did you feel?

SAMPLE
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27

REFLECTION & PEER REVIEW 

Given below are some reflective questions to help you observe yourself more 
closely. We are constantly changing and building our strengths and our 
measuring scale needs to take that into account. 

Use these images to mark where you are at the present moment in the super-
powers of Observation.

Sowing the seed Need support Making efforts I CAN

I notice my feelings.

I think my friends thinkSUPERPOWERS 

I notice moods and feelings of others 

around me.

I notice opportunities of change in my 

surroundings.

Scribble Pad

OBSERVATION
You can be more empathetic by being more observant. Reflect on how aware 
are you of people, places and practices around you.

Take 5 minutes to first put your markings under “I Think” and then pass it to 
your activity partner to get their thoughts on your present behaviour.

Now compare the stages you have marked for yourself and where your friend 
has put you for the present. Why might there have been a difference in the 
marking of stages?
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are you of people, places and practices around you.

Take 5 minutes to first put your markings under “I Think” and then pass it to 
your activity partner to get their thoughts on your present behaviour.

Now compare the stages you have marked for yourself and where your friend 
has put you for the present. Why might there have been a difference in the 
marking of stages?

SAMPLE



1.3 opportunities for change (individual activity)

From your map, list one hot spot and one bright spot that stood out the most.  Mention why. 

1.4 discuss 

Make small groups, share your hot spot and bright spot. Do you find any 
similarities in the observations?

Things that were similar: Things that were unique:

These are some "hot spots" that students around the world have noticed:

1.2 CASE STUDIES

Hot Spot:

Why:

Bright Spot:

Why:

1.5 vote

As a class vote for one hot or bright spot that you all want to work on.

As a group select one hot or bright spot that you want to work on and write 
it below.

29

Observing their environment, 
the students no�ced that the 

unsecured wall lead to vandalism 
and the�. They also no�ced that 
children would leave school even 

before the �me was over. The 
students didn’t feel safe, so they 
decided to construct the wall to 
make sure it was more secure.

Get inspired at:
bit.ly/2eCBP9Z

The children felt that there 
were many prejudices against 

homosexuals. They wanted 
to create a safe community 

where nobody felt judged. To 
do so, they spread awareness 

amongst members of the 
community and help them to 

understand and accept.

Know how at:
bit.ly/2ei1xNR

Students wanted to 
understand the impact 
of social issues such as 

discrimina�on on the basis 
of skin color. For this they 
conducted a survey which 
revelead that people did 
not consider dark skin in 
their defini�on of beauty.

See the full story:
bit.ly/2jNRu8s

Students realized that their teachers and peers were 
not confident in using technology for their ac�vi�es. 
They wanted to empower them in digital literacy as 
that would help them do their work faster and in an 

efficient manner through talks and workshops.

See their full story at: bit.ly/2kbbMan

Students were concerned that cows that gave 
them milk were in cap�vity. They wanted them to 
grazed freely in the fields. For this, they wanted to 
spread awareness about this issue and approached 

the authori�es to change the system.

See how: bit.ly/2dOgyL3SAMPLE
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2.2 observations (Group Activity)

be a detective 2

Detectives are trained to notice details that help them solve crimes. By breaking 
down the situation into parts, you are more likely to gain a deeper understanding.

2.1  NOTICE (Individual activity)

How does a detective dig deeper? He/She notices who all were present at 
the scene of crime? What were they doing when the crime happened? What 
does the crime spot look like? 

For e.g A few grade 7 students at Riverside School identified dirty washrooms in their 
school as their hot spot.

Environment

1.  Storage in the washroom
2. Cleaning equipment

People

1. All the students who use 
the washroom
2. Cleaning staff

Behaviours

1.  Training of cleaning staff
2. How children currently 
use the washroom

The next two steps (Be a Detective & Be a Reporter) will help you understand 
your area of concern better and define the real challenge. 

31

HOT or BRIGHT

SPOT 

What according to you are the major causes of the selected ‘Hot Spot’. Remember these 
are just your assumptions. You do not have evidence to prove them right

Now go out and observe your chosen hot/bright spot for a week and get 
clues from field to dig deeper

Who all are involved and 

affected by the hot spot? 

(List all the groups of 

people involved)

What are they doing? (Observe their )behavior

Describe the environment 

at the hot spot

A good detective also writes down his hypothesis before going to the field. 
What according to you is causing the problem?

SAMPLE
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REFLECTION & PEER REVIEW 

Given below are some reflective questions to help you observe yourself more 
closely. We are constantly changing and building our strengths and our 
measuring scale needs to take that into account. 

Use these images to mark where you are at the present moment in the super-
powers of Observation.

Sowing the seed Need support Making efforts I CAN

I think my friends thinkSUPERPOWERS 

I notice moods and feelings of others 

around me.

I notice opportunities of change in my 

surroundings.

Scribble Pad

OBSERVATION
You can be more empathetic by being more observant. Reflect on how aware 
are you of people, places and practices around you.

Take 5 minutes to first put your markings under “I Think” and then pass it to 
your activity partner to get their thoughts on your present behaviour.

Now compare the stages you have marked for yourself and where your friend 
has put you for the present. Why might there have been a difference in the 
marking of stages?
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REFLECTION & PEER REVIEW Scribble Pad

Given below are some reflective questions to help you observe yourself more 
closely. We are constantly changing and building our strengths and our 
measuring scale needs to take that into account. 

Use these images to mark where you are at the present moment in the super-
powers of critical thinking.

Sowing the seed Need support Making efforts I CAN

I take into account the people who 

are affected by the problem and 

their perspectives

I think my friends thinkSUPERPOWERS 

I spend time understanding the 

reasons which might be causing the 

problem

I look at the problem from different 

perspectives before reaching a 

conclusion

CRITICAL THINKING
To be able to solve a problem, one must understand it completely. Observe 
how you investigate the problems you come across everyday.

Take 5 minutes to first put your markings under “I Think” and then pass it to 
your activity partner to get their thoughts on your present behaviour.

Now compare the stages you have marked for yourself and where your friend 
has put you for the present. Why might there have been a difference in the 
marking of stages?

SAMPLE
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AVOID 
YES-OR-NO 
QUESTIONS!

`Follow the interesting 
details and learn more!
If you follow up and ask 

questions about what you 
hear, you'll learn more!

For example, instead 
of asking, "is the grass 
green?", ask, how would 
you describe the grass?

Aim for short 
questions...

And long 

?
answerers...

Avoid 
interrupting 
people or 
suggesting 
what they 
should say.

If you are talking 
all the time or 
thinking about 
what question 

you will ask next, 
then you'll miss 

what's most 
important.

Explore! Don't be afraid
 to get of f your script!

If you hear something suprising, 
follow it and see where it takes you. 
The goal is to explore the unknown.

And remember...
...........

Silence is golden.

If there is a quiet moment, try to pause 
and let people think... that�s usually when 

they say the most interesting things.

35

An interview is a journey. To understand the situation 
better, you will have to talk to people, like a reporter! 
Read the comic below to learn how to interview...

The goal is to 
find out how people 
think and feel by 
exploring details, 

feelings and stories.

Interviewing is a team sport!

One can ask questions, 
and one can take notes..

Others can 
observe and 
document.

Be prepared with a questionnaire. 
Before asking any personal questions,make 
sure they feel comfortable, safe and open.

Tell me when...

Exploratory questions 
encourage stories. Try to 
keep them open ended...
and be open minded!

Ask WHY often: even when you think you 
know the answer. You may be surprised! 
And asking why gets people to explain 

how they think and feel. 

3

SAMPLE
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In the same groups, interview two people affected by the situation you chose. 
You can use two kinds of questions.

3.1 Interview (Paired Activity)

2) Exploratory questions: 
These questions help you discuss and inquire 
deeper about the subject.

1) Factual questions:
These questions reveal details and 
information. 

Who (Name & designation):

Why you want to talk to them:

Factual questions Exploratory questions

What information did you get from this interview that
you did not have before?

37

Who (Name & designation):

Why you want to talk to them:

Factual questions Exploratory questions

What information did you get from this interview that
you did not have before?SAMPLE
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INTERVIEW NOTE PAD INTERVIEW NOTE PAD

Use the scribble pad to take down your interview notes here.

SAMPLE
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WRAPPING UP: FEEL

How did talking to people change your perspective?

Why is the feel stage important?

5

This stage involved looking, discussing and analyzing situations 

close to your heart. it encourages you to observe and be open to the 

world around you.

by noticing details and being open to different points of view, you 
learn to become more empathetic to people, places and things involved 
in the situation. 

this is important to identify what the real problem is. otherwise, in our 
haste we often end up solving the wrong problem.

you are now ready to embark on the next step - imagine - to come up 

with solutions for your challenge! 

the shift

Insights from The Good Project

Scribble Pad
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REFLECTION & PEER REVIEW

Given below are some reflective questions to help you observe yourself more 
closely. We are constantly changing and building our strengths and our 
measuring scale needs to take that into account. 

Use these images to mark where you are at the present moment in the super-
powers of improvisation.

Sowing the seed Need support Making efforts I CAN

I am able to change my tone and 

conversation based on how the other 

person is thinking or feeling

I think my friends thinkSUPERPOWERS 

I am comfortable with changing the 

plans to suit the situation

IMPROVISATION
Improvisation is your abiltiy to effectively respond to a situation by changing 
your attitude and tone. It allows you to understand the situation from 
another's perspective and respond accordingly.

Take 5 minutes to first put your markings under “I Think” and then pass it to 

Now compare the stages you have marked for yourself and where your friend 
has put you for the present. Why might there have been a difference in the 
marking of stages?

our findings4

Now that you have noticed details as a Detective and looked at different points 
of view as a Reporter, organize your findings to reveal the REAL CHALLENGE.

CONGRATULATIONS!!!CONGRATULATIONS!!!
you are readyyou are ready to lead the change to lead the change

CONGRATULATIONS!!!
you are ready to lead the change

While being a detective, what was your key observation about people's behavior and 
physical environment which results in this situation?

Through being a reporter, what did you 
learn about people's thinking and behavior? 

Real Challenge: According to you, what are 

SAMPLE
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